
Willow Bed Frame

BEGIN FRAME

As you begin construction, keep in mind you are working with wood that is not exactly 
straight. There are natural bows and irregularities. Therefore, during construction you 
should often stand back and view the overall appearance. You'll build the headboard first. 
Lay the bedposts (52" willows) on the floor or on a large workbench. If posts are bent or 
curved, simply rotate them until you achieve the position that looks best.

Measure and mark the locations of the horizontal braces (55"). Lay these in their 
designated positions; again rotate or turn as needed. You will be using a hole saw to 
countersink these brace ends, so it's important not to change their order once you've 
established them (see measurements in figures 1 and 2).

HORIZONTAL BRACES

You will be countersinking the horizontal brace ends into the bedposts. Use the hole saw 
that is closest to the size needed. The diameters of the willow pieces will not be exactly 
the same. Drill the approximate size hole no more than 1/2" deep, at each of the four 
locations (figure 3). Use a wood chisel or knife to remove some bark off the brace ends to 
customize the fit, if necessary (figure 3).

When the fitting procedure is complete, drill pilot holes (7/32") through the bedpost into
the ends of the braces (figure 4). Use the length lag that best accommodates each joint. 
To countersink the lag heads, use the 3/4" spade bit drilled 1/4" deep. Insert lag and 
washer, and tighten until snug.

Repeat the building process for the footboard. Note these measurements are different. 
Refer to figure 2 for correct measurements. Stand the headboard and footboard frames 
upright to check their alignment. If adjustments are needed, first loosen lag screws, 
reposition, then snug lags again.

WAGON WHEEL DESIGN

Upon completion of the frames, you are ready to create the wagon wheel designs. Begin 
working with the headboard. "Walk the willow" whip (10'-10'6") to desired flexibility, so 
it easily forms a curve. Attach each end of whip to headboard frame as shown (figure 5); 



note the overall height given. Drill pilot (1/8" bit) and use the 1 5/8" screws. This first 
willow whip will establish the pattern for the others to follow, so make it as well rounded 
and uniform as possible.

Now add the second whip on the inside of the first one. "Walk the willow," then screw 
the larger diameter end to the frame, leaving the smaller end free at this time. Working 
your way around, compress willows together with furniture clamp where needed, drill 
pilots(1/16 " bit), and hammer in 1 5/8" panel nails every place you need to along the 
curve, usually 2-3" apart. When you've reached the small end, secure it to bedposts or 
braces with screws.

Repeat the process above to add one or two more willows to your wagon wheel (dotted 
line, figure 5). Whip ends may be cut to exact lengths if necessary after attachment.

Follow the same procedure to construct the wagon wheel design on the footboard. Note: 
Overall height is 42" for footboard.

WHEEL SPOKES

It's time to add the spokes to your newly created wheels. The spokes radiate from the 
center of the bottom brace of the frame, so determine the center first. Now, evenly space 
these 42" willows. The measurements will vary, but spokes should be about 6" apart at 
their widest points (in order to avoid any choking danger, make the space between spokes 
narrower still if there are young children in the house). Using this spacing, both the 
headboard and footboard will have 15-16 spokes. The spokes attach to the two horizontal 
braces on the front side and to the back side of the wagon wheel design top (figure 6).
Drill pilots and insert appropriate-length nails and screws. The willow ends that extend 
may be cut at any time. Some spokes that are quite long may need to be shortened before 
attaching them. Repeat above building procedure for the footboard.

Things are really taking shape now. In order to appropriately place the side rails, support 
the head—and footboards in straight upright positions. A level will assist you. Figure 7 
shows locations of side rails. Use hole saw to countersink rail ends; customize fits as 
needed.

Drill pilots( 7/32") and use desired length lag with washer. These lags will go through the 
bedpost into the ends of the side rails (figure 7), at all locations. You may countersink lag
heads with 3/4" spade bit if desired. To add support to the footboard you will need to 
make angle braces. These 20" willows were cut extra long to allow for cutting of angles. 
Locations of these braces are shown in figure 7. Use 1 5/8" or 2" screws to secure these.

Attaching the freestanding metal bed frame is the final step. Your frame may be on 
wheels or legs. It comes with brackets to attach to a headboard. These brackets vary, but 
adapter plates are available to make them fit your needs. The metal frame may attach 
either on the front or back side of the willow headboard posts. Drill pilots and use 1 1/2" 
lags with washers.



When your willow wood has dried or cured, you may want to apply a penetrating wood 
oil finish. Since your bed is used indoors, this treatment is optional. The bed in the photo 
has been oiled, which darkened the wood.


